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Executive Summary 
Among technology sectors transforming media, social sharing tops the list. We’re talking 
about mobile users sharing pictures via Instagram, video via Snapchat or location status 
via Facebook. It’s especially prevalent among increasingly buying-empowered millennials. 

Smartphone penetration and advancement have engendered powerful optics to capture 
and share professional grade multimedia. Larger screens also make the content more 
attractive and viewable, while wireless broadband enables users to quickly share large 
image and video files.  

Beyond its technological and cultural drivers, an important question is how social sharing 
creates marketing opportunities — particularly localized marketing. A science has 
developed around channeling social-sharing activity toward marketing tactics for large 
and small companies.    

When effective, social sharing can harness the social activity that’s increasingly occurring 
in and around local businesses. Tracking and amplifying this customer communication 
can advance an overall social presence by populating pages with vibrant user activity and 
comments. 

The opportunity is particularly strong in business categories that are conducive to 
sharing, are visually attractive or have inherent virality. Restaurants, for example, are an 
opportune category because of the “foodie” culture that drives the act of capturing and 
sharing pictures of food.  

Meanwhile, social content formats are evolving just as fast as millennials’ thirst for 
multimedia. Beyond still images a la Instagram, we’re seeing video emerge as a way to 
capture and tag locally relevant footage. This includes both recorded and live video.  

This report examines the state of the “art” in social sharing, its underlying drivers and 
usage growth, and how it all translates to local marketing strategies. Social sharing will be 
an important area to watch and build upon for any tech or media company currently 
serving local businesses.  
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Local Gets Social 
Social media is the fastest growing and most prevalent form of SMB marketing, according 
to BIA/Kelsey data. The Local Commerce Monitor survey (Wave 18) shows that 72 
percent of SMBs use social media to promote themselves. Facebook pages are their 
top choice.  

Figure 1 - Media Categories Used by SMBs for Advertising & Promotion 

 

(BIA/Kelsey, 2014) 

Evidence lies elsewhere too. Facebook reports that 40 million SMBs have active pages, up 
from 30 million last June. About 2 million of these pay for additional advertising on 
Facebook to drive traffic to their pages. The rest pay with their time in terms of creating 
and maintaining pages. 

But keeping a Facebook page — or presence on another social network — is just one way 
social media is assimilating into the world of local marketing. Some businesses go a step 
further by harnessing the organic user activity around their locations to better populate 
these pages. 
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Figure 2 - Top 5 Social Media Used for Advertising & Promotion 

 

(BIA/Kelsey, 2014) 

This “organic user activity,” also known as social sharing, includes posting pictures via 
Instagram, video via Snapchat and location status via Facebook. Social sharing is 
especially prevalent among millennials, which is notable given that generation’s growing 
economic power.  

Other factors driving social sharing include mobile hardware advancements like camera 
optics to capture and share professional grade multimedia. Larger screens have made the 
content more attractive and viewable, while wireless broadband lets users quickly 
transmit large files.  

But how does this all translate to marketing opportunities, particularly localized 
marketing? A science has developed around channeling social-sharing activity toward 
marketing tactics for large and small companies. As with many things, it started with 
multi-location brands.    

Tracking and amplifying this customer communication can advance an overall social 
presence strategy by populating pages with vibrant user activity and comments. It can 
also be a way to monitor customer sentiment and resolve customer service issues or 
reward positive feedback.  

The opportunity is particularly strong in business categories that are conducive to 
sharing, are visually attractive or have inherent virality. Restaurants, for example, are an 
opportune category because of the foodie culture that has engendered the sharing of 
pictures of one’s meals.  
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Food for Thought 
Among the factors that have made social sharing a business opportunity is the degree to 
which the activity is happening around local transactional experiences. And one of the 
most prevalent local transactional experiences is dining out. Furthermore, people love 
pictures of food. 

The artisanal aspects of food creation and appreciation have also been democratized in 
the past decade. Mario Batali, Rachael Ray and a cast of characters have made food a new 
form of entertainment and hobby. This has created food critics, creators and appreciators 
in all of us.  

The creative aspects of culinary preparation and appreciation have reached an interesting 
intersection with another democratized art form: photography. Instagram and its filter-
clad square images have become the medium of choice for artistic foodie pics for the 
masses.  

In a broader sense, Instagram’s 40 million users and general luster have made it grow 
quickly for several use cases, including local activities. Perch CEO Perry Evans reports to 
BIA/Kelsey that Instagram is the largest source of local user-generated content seen on 
its platform.  

“We’re definitely seeing an uptick in consumers tagging photos to SMB locations via 
Instagram this year,” Evans told BIA/Kelsey. “[They] communicate the most positive 
aspects of ambience and products, so it’s a real opportunity to leverage in SMB 
marketing.” 

 

Big Business 
As Instagram use grows among consumers, some smart players in the local media space 
are already learning how to use it to market SMBs. Location-oriented social media startup 
Perch, mentioned above, is a prime example of a tool to help SMBs monitor and act on 
social chatter.  

Though the SMB opportunity is ultimately larger, early activity in social-locaal marketing 
has mostly been among national multi-location businesses. Social media startup 
MomentFeed demonstrated a campaign for restaurant chain Ghengis Grille at a recent 
BIA/Kelsey conference.  

The strategy involved participating in the news feeds of social apps like Facebook, Twitter 
and Instagram. This includes liking and replying to hundreds of Instagram photos per 
month. The process is fulfilled at a centralized corporate level but engages on an 
individual restaurant level.  

The result of this strategy has been to drive more views, followers and activity, and to 
condition users to expect activity and thus post more often. This follows the general 
principles of social graphs wherein posting frequency drives levels of engagement, 
sharing and views.   
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Regardless of individual campaign tactics, it’s incumbent upon local businesses to 
embrace and join the conversation within feed-based social media apps. That requires an 
active presence on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and a growing list of emerging apps 
explored further below.  

 

 

 

Small Business  
The opportunity for social sharing, though it primarily started among national advertisers, 
will follow a natural progression down-market to SMBs. It inherently possesses several 
longstanding success factors of SMB marketing, including simplicity and exposing 
business personalities.  

For example, San Francisco photo lab Dickerman Prints uses Instagram to share striking 
imagery that it processes for a photographically diverse customer base. In addition to the 
natural exposure this creates, Dickerman uses Instagram to generate buzz for photo 
contests.  

This involves a “photo of the day” award. To compete, anyone on Instagram can tag his or 
her image with @dickermanprints. This generates exposure as each submitter’s followers 
see the posts and the branded tag. That in turn attracts followers and creates local 
branding.  

As for tangible revenue and ROI (its only cost is the time to manage the feed), a 
Dickerman spokesperson claims that Instagram does indeed drive business. As one 
example, this report’s author commissioned a large image-processing job after 
discovering the company on Instagram.  
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The lesson: Dickerman’s contest and tagging system resulted from a creative use of 
Instagram’s social framework and tagging structure. There was no playbook to do this, 
which indicates the range of opportunity for free and organic content marketing within 
social graphs like Instagram.  

 

 

 

On the Horizon 
Many of the social apps explored above are popular now, but things change quickly in 
social media. Though network effect can create barriers to competition for social giants 
like Facebook, emerging players in the social-sharing sector bear close monitoring.  

One trend examined by BIA/Kelsey among newer social-sharing apps is an evolutionary 
path toward greater dimension. An emerging batch of players, for example, are moving 
beyond still imagery and focusing instead on video formats such as viral, short form, long 
form and live.  

An analogy to this industry shift can be seen in the feature evolution of the original local 
social-sharing player: Yelp. Its main currency was always written reviews, but Yelp is 
increasingly embracing multimedia like image slide shows (for both user interest and 
monetizable inventory).  
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Yelp took this a step further by letting app users capture video to share along with — or 
instead of — reviews. These Vine-like videos, previously predicted by BIA/Kelsey, are 
conducive to Yelp’s mission to characterize all facets of local businesses (think restaurant 
ambience or hotel quality).  

Following this evolutionary path, the broader market is indeed moving toward video. 
Advancing smartphone capability and user hunger for more robust multimedia are 
driving the shift. Below are a few more recent advancements BIA/Kelsey is watching in the 
world of social sharing.  

 

 

 

Oh Snap 
Facebook, Twitter, Vine and Instagram are all localizing in different ways. But what about 
Snapchat? It’s the fastest growing social medium among millennials — a behavior worth 
watching considering the generation’s growing economic influence.  

But is there a local play? This started to be answered when Snapchat localized its 
OurStories format — curated collections of snaps related to a specific topic or theme. 
Local OurStories brings geo-specific relevance to these themes, such as a college campus, 
sports team or event. 
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Event-based OurStories have been a killer app for OurStories and recently caught fire at 
Coachella 2015. They not only have heavy engagement but lots of advertiser-friendly 
attributes as they are curated, millennial-rich and massive (up to 25 million views). 

Sponsored OurStories so far include Samsung and Heineken, making them much more 
oriented toward national brands than SMBs. Interestingly, this makes Snapchat’s 
competition for ad revenues less about social apps and more about another reach-based 
local medium: television. 

OurStories also get users to reveal their location as a natural part of the social-sharing 
process. This makes it a sort of location check-in a la Foursquare but with much deeper 
and more sustained engagement. The question is how Snapchat bottles that as a 
promotional vehicle. 

Beyond big events, could it apply to smaller pockets of localized promotions that have 
greater frequency? That would mean any business where location and temporal relevance 
matter. Think flash sales, happy hours and any perishable inventory. 

Most of all, Snapchat’s signature ephemerality aligns it with time-sensitive promotions, 
making it a native integration. It could join the list of social tools that monetize the 
locality of the user experience. This will happen first for brands and then potentially for 
SMBs. 

 

Live Action 
Two apps — Meerkat and Periscope — have taken over tech-world chatter on insider 
networks such as Product Hunt. Twitter recently validated them further by buying 
Periscope for $100 million. 

These apps could represent a next wave in mobile. In short, they allow users to live 
broadcast the world around them, tied to social graphs. Think Vine but live. 

Why now? Multimedia social sharing is already a fast growing and opportune area for all 
the reasons explored above. Its trajectory leads directly to live multimedia sharing: 
everything from citizen journalism to childbirth to a BIA/Kelsey conference. 

The timing is also right because of where we are in mobile’s evolution: 

 Mobile connectivity has reached levels where quality livestreaming is tenable. 

 Smartphone camera quality has become professional grade.  

 The smartphone-toting public has been acclimated to social sharing — 
everything from place check-ins to tweets. 

 Piggybacking on existing social graphs enables rapid growth via built-in network 
effect. 

So what’s the local angle? It’s similar to the scenario explored above for Instagram, but 
with more dimension. Think capturing a night out on the town, a home renovation 
project or a wedding. These are all natural fits for native advertising of local businesses.  
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Challenges 
Though a rosy picture has been painted throughout this report for social sharing’s 
commercial opportunity, it is not without challenges. Many of the tactics shared here are 
time consuming, a challenge given that most SMBs are forever short on time. 

 Another challenge is that many categories of small business are “content starved.” This 
might not be the case with image-rich verticals like restaurants, but what about the more 
utilitarian categories like roofers and dry cleaners?  

“I don’t want to read an article from my dry cleaner about the science of cleaning 
cottons,” said Closely’s Evans at a recent BIA/Kelsey conference.  

These challenges are further supported by eMarketer data that reveal several time and 
volume deficiencies that deter content marketing. These stated challenges indicate where 
pain points lie for businesses of all sizes and therefore where business opportunities exist 
to alleviate them. 

Figure 3 - Barriers to Doing More With Content Marketing Native Advertising  

 

(eMarketer, 2015) 
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Figure 4 - Ways in Which Advertising Automation Technology Will Improve 
Content Marketing & Native Advertising 

 

(eMarketer, 2015) 

A separate challenge faces larger, multi-location businesses specifically. Though it’s easier 
to maintain one centralized social presence, such as a Facebook page, it’s more effective 
to manage separate pages for each business location. This, of course, can be time 
consuming.  

“Most national brands seem to think they can capture a national audience with a single 
page,” SOCi CEO Afif Khoury told BIA/Kelsey. “What they’re leaving behind is the 
hundreds of local pages that are getting reviews, getting comments, getting activity, but 
there’s nobody there.” 

An extension of this challenge is a question of who owns social media execution. Should 
it be managed at a centralized/corporate level or handed to local managers? The latter 
can be more genuine and organic but rife with brand, quality control and even legal risk. 

After surveying several companies, it appears the right answer lies somewhere in the 
middle. Any social media marketing should be managed to some degree centrally, while 
there’s the option and flexibility to empower adoptive or astute local managers to “run 
with” social-sharing tools.  

Conversely, forcing or expecting standards across several disparate location managers is 
difficult. It can result in uneven quality and levels of participation, which compels at least 
some degree of centralized management to maintain quality standards and brand 
consistency.  
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Conclusion: Where’s the Money? 
It’s time for a critical question: What’s the revenue model for localized social sharing? It 
carries branding benefits, which are harder to measure in terms of direct ROI. But there 
are other more directly monetizable models from which to create value and ROI.  

For example, the opportunity for localized social sharing is coupled with the challenges 
explored in the previous section. These can be addressed with business-facing 
dashboards to manage social-sharing activity that can be provisioned on a subscription-
based SaaS model.  

The general idea is that businesses pay a monthly fee or licensing cost to manage their 
local presence and social impact. It can be thought of almost like a CRM platform but one 
that facilitates the management of social-sharing activity. Closely’s Perch is a good 
example of this.  

Another useful example of where to find revenue models comes from Yelp. Yelp’s 
revenue model involves tiers of control over one’s business profile. Being able to control 
and enhance one’s Yelp page is a valued product to many local businesses.  

One valued tier, for example, is to create, upload and control multimedia such as slide 
shows. Video, as it just entered Yelp’s consumer-facing feature set, will be the next 
monetizable format, where paying advertisers can amplify the organic content their 
customers are sharing.  

Paid multimedia sharing — allowing advertisers control over positioning or amplifying 
customer-generated content — is an area in which BIA/Kelsey predicts growth and value. 
It taps into a longstanding source of appeal and value in local advertising: the vanity 
factor.  

Social sharing vaults the sights and sounds of a given business to appeal to SMBs’ pride 
and vanity. And it does so in ways that harness the natural and trending user behaviors of 
the day. Consider it the new version of the park bench ad or the full-page Yellow pages 
ad.  
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About BIA/Kelsey 
 

 
 

BIA/Kelsey is a market research and analyst firm that focuses on all things local. Local media is an 
increasingly dynamic area of ad spending and is quickly evolving with emerging digital platforms 
like mobile, social and search.  

Over the past three decades, BIA/Kelsey has been an authority on these developing technologies 
as well as their forbearers in traditional media, which continue to transform as they likewise 
compete for local ad dollars and consumer affinity.  

Through a suite of products that include research reports, articles, conferences and client 
consulting, BIA/Kelsey analyzes the financial, social and technology trends affecting local media.  

Readers, event attendees and clients receive the inside track on data, analysis and tactics needed 
to grow and transform in a rapidly evolving media and advertising landscape.  
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